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Identifying the Corporate Leaders
Simon Ville
University of Wollongong
In chapter two we used a range of aggregated time series and pooled cross-sectional
data on the economy and firms to present a broad picture of the growth of big business in the
Australian economy, and drew parallels with the experience of other nations. We were able
to identify in which sectors our largest firms have been located, how this changed over the
course of the twentieth century, and who these firms were. This provides the basis for a
closer investigation of some of these firms in this and the subsequent chapters. Thus, in the
current chapter, we develop the concept of the corporate leader, design a methodology for
identifying corporate leaders in Australia, and then examine who these firms actually were.
This enables us in chapters four and five to investigate the pattern of their development using
the methodological schema outlined in chapter one, notably the methods, resources,
directions, and structure of development. From this we seek to identify any typical patterns.
In chapter six we then assess what sort of role corporate leaders played in the evolution of
individual industries, the business sector, and the economy as a whole.

Prime movers and challengers
The notion of the first or prime mover examines the existence of firms that have
played a leadership role in developing a new industry or transforming an existing one.
Successful prime movers earn a quasi-rent in the process of being first, but will soon
encounter challengers that seek to share in these gains. Where a first mover is able to resist
such challenges to retain its dominant position it is said to possess first mover advantages. As
Grant has noted, 'The idea of first-mover advantage is that the initial occupant of a strategic
position or niche gains access to resources and capabilities that a follower cannot match'. I
The first mover is able to sustain its leadership of the industry by erecting barriers to entry
or, at least, establishing forms of competitive advantage over new entrants.
There is a broad conceptual literature on the nature and extent of first mover
advantages. The benefits can be divided into the initial pre-emption of scarce resources by the
first mover, and its subsequent attempts to pursue corporate strategies and develop firm
competences (tangible and intangible assets) designed to perpetuate the initial leadership?
Porter has described how firms sustain competitive advantages through such strategies as cost
leadership, product differentiation, and market segmentation.3 The first mover has the
benefits of being further along the learning curve and can use the profits of the initial
monopoly period to extend its product knowledge and develop appropriate competences.
Mueller has linked first mover advantages with the path dependency principle to show why
it is often difficult to catch up irrespective of the strategies of the first mover. He cites a
series of demand-related inertial advantages benefiting the first mover. These include buyer
inertia due to uncertainty over the new competing product and habit formation, both of which
will emphasise loyalty to the first mover. The buyer may also face switching costs in
rd
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changing to the challenger's product. On the supply side, the challenger faces high set-up
costs in order to match the first mover who may have defrayed these costs across a longer
period of time. 4 The challenger also faces greater difficulties raising finance through the
capital market, where investors have to be convinced of the challenger's ability to overcome
these hurdles and wrest market share from the first mover. While the theoretical literature
largely deals with efficiency properties, applied and historical studies additionally draw
attention to the predatory actions of first movers in erecting entry barriers and the vagaries of
public policy. 5
There are also disadvantages of being first, which may lead to rapid dissipation of the
initial leadership in some cases. Late entrants may free ride on the development costs
incurred by the pioneer, entering at a lower part of the falling cost function. First movers in
rapidly developing technologically driven industries are particularly vulnerable to being
superseded by new entrants who can orient their set up costs to a changing infrastructure.
Technological, resource, or market shifts may make it expensive for the pioneer to refocus
and write off sunk costs, but easy for the challenger to get started. Where several of these
shifts occur simultaneously, sometimes known as a punctuated equilibrium, the first mover's
dominance is particularly vulnerable. First mover inertia borne of leadership dominance can
also weaken the firm's ability to respond to such challenges. Contrariwise, much depends
upon the strength of the challengers. Empirical research suggests that successful challengers
are rarely new firms attempting to mimic the success of the first mover. Most successful
challengers are either the product of mergers yielding synergies from among competing firms
in the industry, or they are existing firms diversifying from other sectors or geographical areas
and bringing with them established corporate competences. 6
The ability of first movers to establish sustainable advantages is, thus, highly
contingent; the magnitude of advantage varies over product categories, geographic areas, time
periods, the degree of initial leadership, and the respective competences of first mover and
challenger. Leiberman and Montgomery have expressed concern that, 'as a focus for
empirical research, the concept of first mover advantage may be too general and definitionally
elusive to be useful'. 7 However, it is only through such investigations that we can more
accurately understand the sources and broader consequences of corporate leadership.
Historical studies of American business have provided us with the most extensive evidence of
how firms can convert first mover status into sustained corporate leadership.
Alfred Chandler argued that environmental changes occurring in the American
economy in the nineteenth century, particularly the introduction of fast, regular railway
transport, bringing with it wider markets and easier access to raw materials, created new
opportunities in many industries. 8 Chandler suggests that first movers, particularly in
capital-intensive industries, were able to sustain their leadership by making a three-pronged
set of core investments in production, marketing, and management. The effect of these
investments was to build up corporate competences by developing low cost production
technologies, marketing facilities that supported complex products, and management teams
D. C. Mueller, 'First mover advantages and path dependence', International Journal ofIndustrial
Organisation 15, 1997, pp. 831-40.
For example, see D. Gabel, 'Competition in a network industry: the telephone industry, 1894-1910',
Journal ofEconomic History 54, 3, 1994.
A. Chandler, Scale and Scope. The Dynamics ofIndustrial Ca[italism (Camb, MA, 1990), p. 599.
M. B. Leiberman and D. B. Montgomery, 'First-mover advantages', Strategic Management Journal
summer special issue 9, 1988, p. 52.
Chandler, Scale and Scope, ch. 3.
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capable of providing strategic direction for the firm. He cites firms such as Du Pont, General
Electric, Goodyear, Remington, Singer, Heinz, NCR, AT&T, Standard Oil, and Alcoa as
examples. Consistent with this perspective was the experience of Ford whose failure to
invest in a modern management team prepared them poorly for adaption to the changing
vehicle market after World War One and the successful challenge by General Motors. 9
The fate of some other American prime movers fits less comfortably with Chandler's
hypothesis. Standard Oil's break up in 1911-12 was due at least in part to public policies: the
rise of American competition policy and the British government's support of Anglo-Persian.
AT&T extended their leadership in communications not by improving their operational
efficiency but through predatory policies against new entrants. This included collusion with
telegraph companies, the acquisition of telephone manufacturers, and using its capital market
connections, especially IP Morgan, to deny fmancial support to other companies. In
addition, follower companies had to pay more for their telephone service franchises as their
real value became more apparent. 10
First movers in Britain less often followed the three-pronged investment advocated by
Chandler to sustain corporate leadership. There were many reasons for this: firms faced a
different operating environment, particularly a more heterogeneous market less suited to mass
production, along with a tradition of personal management and inter-firm cooperation that
contrasted with the internalised professional management structures of American
corporations. Finally, corporate leaders in Britain were more often located in industries less
suited to mass production methods, such as shipping and shipbuilding. Nonetheless, there
emerged in Britain many firms, either prime movers or challengers, who provided leadership
in key industries. These included Cadbury's, Lever Brothers, Cunard, Harland & Wolff,
Coates, Imperial Tobacco, leI, and Pilkingtons.

Corporate leaders
The above analysis and evidence indicates that both first movers and their followers
can attain a position of dominance in an industry. As Golder and Tellis have noted, 'The logic
of success is not to be first to enter the market, but to strive for leadership by scanning
opportunities, building on strengths, and committing resources to serve consumers
effectively' .11 Corporate leader extends the prime mover concept to identifY firms that
provide direction and growth to the industry in a sustained manner. It refers, therefore, to the
organisation rather than individuals although the abilities of individual business leaders within
the company will help drive success. Such leadership may also benefit other companies and
the economy more broadly, for example by increasing the demand for a product or
introducing growth-inducing innovations. To be a corporate leader, therefore, also implies
some sense of permanence that goes beyond an initiating role followed by exit, or a challenge
that is not sustained for long.
Broadening the concept makes it easier to apply empirically. It is often difficult to
identify clearly the prime mover in an industry, and indeed some of the firms cited as British
corporate leaders above were not the first to initiate their industry or a particular product

10
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within it, especially where it is an industry that has survived many centuries and experienced
incremental innovations over long periods such as in shipping and shipbuilding. Many of the
firms mentioned above could be perceived in a dual role as both first mover and challenger. As
we noted earlier, successful challengers are most often firms diversifying geographically or
sectorally: Lever and Nestle are examples of European first movers who became challengers in
the American market. Many American first movers proved to be strong challengers in the
European market.
It is also possible to extend the analysis from the level of the firm to that of the
industry and the nation since leadership can reside at each of these levels. Corporate strategy
and competences build leadership at the firm level. Product life cycle theory helps us
understand the changing fortunes of individual industries as they follow a distinct pattern of
change over time. The national environment impacts on leadership at the country level; such
influences were discussed in chapter two and include government policy, factor markets
development, and comparative advantages. Clearly, the three levels do not act independently
of one another; a conducive environment and the explosion of new industries enabled
American firms to build leadership advantages in their own industries, which in tum
supported the emergence of an internationally powerful corporate economy by the end of the
nineteenth century. A recent international study of seven industries follows through these
interactions of leadership at different levels and attempts to establish whether leadership
resides more commonly at one of these levels. 12 It finds no clear pattern. In chemicals, for
example, there has been long term stable leadership at the firm level, while in computers there
was relatively stable leadership, until recently, at the national level (USA) but regular
turnover among leaders at the firm level. The study provides the additional insight that the
locus of leadership is sometimes at intermediate levels such as firm clustering or partnerships
between firms and universities.

Corporate leadership in Australia
In the remainder of this chapter we seek to develop further the corporate leader
concept and apply it to Australian experience. The starting point is to design a methodology
to identify Australia's corporate leaders over the course of the twentieth century, and then to
look for common patterns, if any, amongst them. In chapter two we identified Australia's
leading one hundred non-financial companies at different periods of the twentieth century. In
the remainder of this chapter we seek to narrow, occasionally extend, this list to identify the
true corporate leaders.

Methodology
Identifying corporate leaders is not an easy task. Golder and Tellis have criticised
most management writers for reliance upon single informant, retrospective, self-reporting of
only surviving firms. Instead, they advocate historical analysis by use of contemporary
books and periodicals to glean more accurate, objective, corroborated, and comprehensive
information about the key firms in an industry. I3 Business historians have sought to identify
corporate leaders in many countries, mostly by the use of benchmark cross-sectional data to
identify the leading one or two hundred firms as we did for Australia in chapter twO. 14 From
12
13
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this Chandler, who was a pioneer of this methodology, and other writers, used case study
material, sector by sector, from some of these firms to contextualise, and from which they
deduce general observations of the nature discussed earlier. To identify Australian corporate
leaders we have extended and refined this methodology by making more extensive use of our
top companies series and bolstering this with additional comparative data and qualitative
evidence, where it is available.
Our starting point, therefore, is to analyse the top companies data presented in
chapter two more closely. Amongst these lists we expect to find most of our corporate
leaders. We use a matrix of criteria to identify these firms. Size is a natural starting point.
However, our leader needs to have played a sustained role to have had much impact. On this
basis, a company that has been in the top one hundred during at least half of the benchmarked
years (3 of 6) we believe has a stronger case for being a corporate leader than one that is very
high up the top 100 list but drops out after one spot year. It also means the company
surviving in the list for at least three spot years had been prominent for more than 30 years
and endured through at least one of the major environmental shocks that characterised the
twentieth century, notably two world wars, depression, and rapid postwar economic growth.
Once we have begun to narrow our list by setting these survival criteria we can test
these companies against further benchmarks from other sources. Market share must be
considered as a measure of leadership at the industry level. However, dominance does not
equate unambiguously with leadership and therefore we must look at additional criteria.
These might include the extent of geographical growth of the company; national, or
occasionally international, growth would be an important benchmark. Innovativeness
incorporates major developments in products, processes, and organisational structures.
Finally, it is worth evaluating the perceptions of other players and industry stakeholders;
whether they regarded a particular firm as playing a dominant, or initiating, strategic role in
the industry, possibly as the result of an influential or charismatic chief executive.
Information on some of these criteria is easier to obtain and apply than others; perceptions
being particularly elusive and subjective. The availability of information varies for each
company although, as we saw in chapter one, extant material on leading Australian companies
is comparatively goodY Developing this matrix of benchmarks means that some additional
firms will be added that were not in our top one hundred or did not appear three times. It also
helps us to assess the leaders in the financial sector, which, for the methodological reasons
discussed in chapter two, were excluded from the original top 100 rankings.
Table 3.1. Australian corporate leaders and their fate

Table 3.1 summarises this evidence for the most suitable firms. Before discussing
these firms in more detail it should be remembered that, contrary to the implicit assumption
of the first mover-challenger literature, there can be more than one leader in some of the
nation's key industries and none of significance in others. In a longitudinal study over the
course of a century, leaders may come and go. It also stems from the fact that we are using
economy-wide criteria and therefore may find a clustering of qualifying firms in several
industries. By so doing this tells us something about leadership at the industry and nation
level as well as at the firm level. Indeed, our study seeks to address questions about the
Australian corporate economy as a whole as well as individual firm behaviour.
15
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Most Australian firms have not survived long in the top one hundred, reflecting the
relatively high rates of turnover indicated in table 2.15. In total, only 63 companies survived
for at least 3 dates out of a total number of 354 companies aggregating over the six spot years.
This gives us our 'top 100 corporate leaders'. To these we should add the five dominant
finance companies excluded from the asset database. 11 other firms justify inclusion in the
leaders' group without fulfilling the 3-period criteria by dint of alternative factors such as
their market share, geographic growth, innovation, contemporary perception, or being a
fonner nationalised industry or large private company whose asset data could not be obtained
accurately for a sustained period. In total this gives us 79 as our 'julllist ofcorporate leaders'
(Table 3.1).

Position and longevity in the top one hundred
Of the 63 top 100 corporate leaders, 28 continued through four periods, 13 to a fifth
period. Only five companies remained in the top one hundred throughout the 6 spot years,
indicating the clearest examples of corporate leadership. These figures suggest a fairly
consistent pattern of somewhat more than half of the companies falling out in each period.
Can longevity be correlated with positioning in the top 100, that is, did the longest survivors
tend to be found highest up the lists? Three of the five firms that survived all six periods,
indeed, remained in the top 50 throughout, Bums Philp, slipping only to 52nd on one
occasion and Dunlop once to 59th. Their average position was 17th. This falls away for firms
who survived for exactly five periods to 39th, and is then not appreciably different from
those in the top 100 for exactly 4 periods (34th) and three periods only (39th). These are all
above the 50th percentile ranking, indicating that the longer surviving companies also tended
to be larger than the median for the top 100, thus reaffirming their status as leaders.
Figure 3.1. Longevity of top 100 corporate leaders

What has been the ultimate fate of our corporate leaders? Focussing on our top 100
corporate leaders, 32 remained in the top 100 in 1997 but only 7 of these were at or above
their highest ranking. Of those companies that had disappeared from the top 100 before the
final ranking in 1997, 21 (68 per cent) had been involved in a merger or acquisition and 10 (32
per cent) simply fell to a ranking below 100 by the time of the spot year following their last
appearance. Of the additional sixteen companies that make the full list ofcorporate leaders,
only five had dropped out by 1997 or, in the case of financial institutions, declined from their
leading positions.
Thus, most disappearances from the corporate leadership list were due to mergers
and, of these, two-thirds (14 of21) had fallen to their lowest ranking in their final benchmark
year in the top 100. Moreover, most acquisitions came from other companies in the top 100.
These results indicate some important conclusions. First, it confirms the existence of an
active market in takeover among corporate leaders; second the success of challenger firms is
evident; and third there has been a continuity of corporate leadership if in a modified form
and changed name.
Let us look more closely at these corporate leaders
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Sectoral distribution
In the early twentieth century corporate leaders were most noticeable in service
industries. Pastoral agents, miners, shipowners, and wholesalers, together with a significant
number of food and alcohol producers accounted for most of the early corporate leaders. As
we saw in chapter two, pastoral agents (or stock and station agents) have featured heavily
among Australia's corporate leaders, especially in the first half of the twentieth century. Six
of the top ten non-fmancial companies in 1910 were from the pastoral agent industry
(Dalgety, Elder Smith, New Zealand Loan & Mercantile Agency, Australian Mercantile Loan
& Finance, Australian Estates, and Goldsbrough Mort), and it continued to be a heavily
represented industry despite relative decline; the same six firms remained in the top 33 by
1952. This is consistent with the overriding importance of the pastoral sector, which they
serve, in the Australian economy in terms of output and exports. In 1962-3 the major players
merged to form new entities, which in tum have been absorbed by conglomerates in the last
few decades. Interspersed with the pastoral agents was New Zealand and Australian Land
Company (NZAL), a land owning and pastoral company that had pioneered land investment
by British investors in the previous century. NZAL fell away more quickly than the agents,
exiting the top 100 before 1952, due to its greater concentration of investment risks on
specific properties and areas, and its more limited scope for related product and market
diversification. 16 Similar circumstances befell Kauri Timber although it managed to remain in
the top 100 for three benchmark years.
Mining companies were strongly represented throughout the century with two
companies in the top 20 in 1910 (BHP, Mt Lyell) and five in 1997 (BHP, North Broken Hill,
CRA, Mount Isa, and WMC). BHP was Australia's largest top 100 company for three of our
benchmark years (1952-87). For both pastoral agents and miners such longevity suggests that
these firms have been able to exploit the comparative advantages of the Australian economy
and build up sustainable competitive advantages in international commodity markets.
In transport, shipping was strongly represented with Adelaide Steamship, Howard
Smith, and Huddart Parker all standing in the top 40 in 1910. High minimum scales of
efficiency in this capital intensive industry, together with the strong demand for coastal
shipping in the context of poor inland transport, explains their importance by the early
twentieth century. Their relative positions declined through the twentieth century as
domestic communications infrastructure developed; Huddart Parker, with its strong emphasis
on coasting, was particularly affected, from being the top ranked shipowner in 1910 it fell out
of the top 100 first. Although 'cabotage' sheltered Australian owners from foreign
competition in coasting, improved inland transport (road and air), and the strength of ANL
and private carriers such as BHP adversely affected Huddart Parker, which was acquired by
Boral in 1961. Adelaide Steamship and Howard Smith diversified in order to remain in the
top one hundred in the postwar period. In wholesale trading Burns Philp (30) and Robert
Reid (25) were highly ranked in 1910, with the former sustaining its position in the 100 list
throughout the century.
Regional utility companies flourished in the early twentieth century to supply the
growing urban centres with services such as gas and electricity. These included Melbourne
Electricity Supply and Adelaide Electricity Supply. After World War Two, electricity
16
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generation and distribution was mostly placed under government control and ownership with
the establishment of a series of state commissions, but gas remained in private hands. AGL,
supplying gas to the large Sydney market, emerged as the dominant utility corporation.
South Australian Gas Company, supplying the Adelaide and South Australian market, also
featured in the top one hundred. Commonwealth Industrial Gases was formed in 1935 as the
amalgamation of several companies producing and distributing industrial and medical gases.
Among manufacturing industries, it was mostly only the strongly consumer-oriented
areas of food, tobacco, and brewing that generated sufficient demand to produce large
companies at the beginning of the century. They contributed four companies to the top 20 in
1910 and 3 in 1997 of whom only CSR survived throughout the century, the others falling
victims to a long process of merger and acquisitions in these sectors. CSR ranked in the top
lOin each of the years for which lists have been prepared, and was in the top three from
1910 to 1964. Brewers Tooth, Tooheys, Swan, and Castlemaine were all in the top 100 in
1910 and remained there until at least 1952. British Tobacco and jam producer Henry Jones
survived in the top 100 from 1910 until 1964, the former never falling below the top 20.
Multinational food company Nestle joined the top 100 in 1930 although Unilever did not
enter until 1964. Elsewhere, APM in paper manufacturing has sustained its early dominance.
By mid century the food and drink companies were joined by more manufacturing and
related firms, mirroring the broadening and expansion of industrial development in Australia.
Producers of industrial machinery and household appliances came to the fore to exploit
technological developments and rising real incomes, notably Email, AWA, and Clyde. The
population and home ownership booms of the 1950s and 1960s led to the entry of materials
producers most notably James Hardie, Humes, AGM/ACI, and Alcoa, along with
construction and property management firms led by Lend Lease and L. J. Hooker, and
fabricated metal products led by Metal Manufacturers. Hardie has remained in the top 100
and increased its relative standing; it may be regarded as a corporate leader in the sector. It has
more recently been joined in the sector by diversified building products firm, Boral, and
diversifying CSR. The rise of the popular automobile generated many new leaders,
particularly multinationals exploiting tariff protection, including Ford and General Motors
Holden. Immediately following on from GM's acquisition of Holden Motor Body Builders,
GM Holden has been the clearest corporate leader, appearing in every benchmark year since
1930 and having a lowest standing of 52. Oil refiners Shell, Esso, BP, and Mobil arrived in
Australia in response to the motoring boom. Each entered the top 100 in our 1964 list and has
remained there in a fairly consistent order relative to each other, and competing with domestic
rival Ampo!. The niche industry in vehicle parts, thereby generated, was led by Repco.
In the service industries, publishers News, PBL, and Fairfax had all entered the top
100 by 1964; most spectacularly News entered at 82 ud , rising to pt by 1997 helped by its
acquisition of early leader Herald and Weekly Times and diversification strategies. Retailers
David Jones and Myer had entered the top 100 by 1930. They were joined by Woolworths
and Coles, who had begun to assert their dominance over the industry, both entering the top
30 by 1952 and improving their ranking since. Ansett (formed 1936) and Qantas's (formed
1920) leadership of air transport had begun to emerge by the 1950s although Qantas only
officially entered the top 100 in 1997 due to its being under state ownership between 1947
and 1993.
In most recent years, there has been a strong influx among leaders of new service
industries such as media, communications, and leisure. In 1997 five new firms associated with
gambling appeared including three casinos (Burswood, Crown, and Jupiters) and two
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Victorian corporatised betting shops (TAB and Tabcorp). It remains to be seen whether they
will sustain positions in the top 100. Telstra has been the dominant firm in
telecommunications services since its recent and partial privatisation from 1997. From
Federation in 1901 to 1997 telecommunications had taken the form of a government
monopoly. Its very recent movement to the private sector is rather too brief to include among
our list of corporate leaders of the twentieth century.
Only one of the five firms that survived all six periods in the top 100, Dunlop, could
be considered solely a manufacturer, confirming the conclusions of chapter two (table 2.14)
that the most elite Australian corporate leaders are under-represented here relative to
comparable nations. BHP (metals and minerals) and CSR (sugar, building materials) crossed
the primary and manufacturing sectors. The others were service industry firms: AGL
(utilities), and Bums Philp (wholesale trading).
Inspite of its absence from the top 100 companies for methodological reasons, the
finance sector generated many substantial firms. The sector incorporates a wide range of
banks, life offices, insurers, finance companies, merchant bankers, building societies, and
credit unions. However, as appendix 2B(?) in chapter two indicates, a few institutions have
dominated the sector throughout the twentieth century, notably four banks, National
Australia Bank, Australia and New Zealand Bank, Commonwealth Bank, and Westpac
(formerly Commercial Bank of Australia and Bank of New South Wales respectively), and
one life office, AMP. For example, NAB and its antecedent companies have ranked in the
top 10 financial firms throughout the century. Westpac and its main antecedent, Bank of New
South Wales, have always ranked in the top four. Five life offices appear in five or more lists
but only AMP features in all six and ranks in the top ten each time, well ahead of its nearest
rival, National Mutual.
Table 3.2. Sectoral distribution of top 100 corporate leaders

Table 3.2 compares the sectoral distribution of corporate leaders with national
accounts figures for income and expenditure. Our figures show that in the two earliest spot
years, 1910 and 1930, new leaders were spread across manufacturing, wholesale/retail, mining
and transport. The largest share was 40 per cent from manufacturing despite that sector's
much smaller 16 per cent share of national income. By 1952 and 1964, the share of new
leaders deriving from manufacturing had risen to 73 per cent, still ahead of a national
expansion of the sector to 55 per cent. The lagged growth of manufacturing economy wide
compared with its importance among corporate leaders suggests, perhaps, that these
dominant firms played a positive role in pulling the Australian economy away from its
traditional primary industry dominance towards developing a more diversified manufacturing
base. However, it should be noted that many of the featured manufacturing industries, as
indicated above, were relatively traditional consumer-related sectors such as brewing and
building products that were unlikely to provide much of a stimulus through rapid
technological change or international growth.

Market share
Market share is an important indicator of leadership within an industry. It provides,
in particular, the size to yield scale economies from possessing a larger market, the
9

opportunity to build up competences that might be used in international business, and the
strength to exert direction upon the industry. Historically, we do not have precise figures for
most industries but our evidence is strong enough to supplement quantitative data with
qualitative judgements about which companies, if any, dominated market share. We saw in
chapter two that big business has dominated the corporate economy more in Australia than in
many other nations. Research by a number of writers particularly Hunter (1961), Karmel and
Brunt (1957-8), and Sheridan (1968) have identified industries in which concentration has
been notably high. These have included pastoral agencies, banking, life insurance, retailing,
and building and construction industries. In several others regional concentration has been
strong where one company has dominated output in a specific state including brewing,
newspapers, and public utilities. 17 Significantly, these were the industries in which many of
our corporate leaders were located.
The pastoral agent industry has been highly concentrated throughout the twentieth
century with the leading five companies accounting for in excess of a 50 per cent market share
of wool brokered. 18 No firm was ever strongly dominant in the industry: until the mergers of
the early 1960s none achieved a 20 per cent market share. However, relative standing
fluctuated. Dalgety became the market leader in terms of wool brokered in 1903 and
maintained that position until 1958 with a market share of 14-18 per cent. Elder's, which had
barely ranked among the top ten pastoral firms in the 1890s, emerged as the main challenger
to Dalgety. It improved its standing throughout the next sixty years to become the market
leader in 1959 with a market share that rose from 3 to 16 per cent. 19 Goldsbrough Mort had
been the leading wool broker in the 1890s, as the pioneer in moving the market to Australia,
but slipped rapidly in the following two decades to fall out of the top five at the end of
World War One before recovering to second or third. Its volatile share fluctuated from 31 per
cent down to 5 and up to 12 per cent. NZLMA's position declined gradually from second in
the 1890s to fourth by the 1960s and its market share from 15 to 7 per cent. AMLF was a
late entrant to local wool auctions but reached third in the 1920s and then fell back after
World War Two to sixth. Winchcombe Carson frequently led the Sydney auctions but rarely
rose above fourth or fifth nationally. The merged Elder Smith Goldsbrough Mort firm
reached a 33 per cent market share in the early 1970s.
In a similar fashion, a small group of firms have dominated mining and metallurgy for
much of the century, as identified above, by competing successfully on international
commodity markets. 2o BHP extended its leadership into steel production in Australia while
CRA has dominated smelting and basic metal products following postwar consolidation in the
industry. A variety of firms held a significant market share of different fabricated metal
products including Containers Ltd and J. Gadsden (tin plate can makers) and Cyclone and
Lysaght (steel fabrication). However, Metal Manufacturers increasingly dominated postwar
production, especially of copper and wire, tubes, and cables, before going into relative decline
in the 1990s and being acquired by American Marsh Electrical in 1999.
The need for scale in the transport industries led rapidly to high levels of
concentration. In the early days of commercial aviation between the wars many regional
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airlines came and went in quick succession but it was Qantas and Ansett that survived and
dominated market share in the postwar industry as it developed its modem duopolist shape.
Ansett acquired its major domestic market competitor, Australian National Airways, in 1957
and as a result shared the official two-airline policy with state-owned Trans-Australia
Airlines; between them they accounted for over 95 per cent of domestic passengers. 21 Further
acquisitions made it the largest domestic airline by the end of the 1960s. State-owned Qantas
(1947) continued to monopolise overseas routes but remained the only major international
airline without a domestic network to feed its international services.22 This was clearly
significant since Qantas faced competition from 37 foreign airlines flying between Australia
and overseas destinations and leaving Qantas with a market share of 42-3 per cent (late
1980s).23 In the 1990s the privatisation of Qantas (from 1993), its acquisition of Australian
Airlines (1992) (successor to TAA), and Ansett's overseas expansion created a duopoly in
both domestic and international markets that has remained largely unchallenged. In shipping
five companies dominated market share by the 1890s of whom three, Adsteam, Howard
Smith, and Huddart Parker, are among our list of corporate leaders by sustaining their market
share. More than half a century later in the 1950s Hirst confirmed the survival of this
structure, 'the industry is characterised by a marked concentration of capacity among
relatively few firms, each long established and with considerable experience in the shipping
industry' .24 Their declining influence in the coastal trade, however, was evident by the 1950s
when ANL and BHP together accounted for more than half of domestic tonnage coastwise. 25
In the vehicle industry market share evidence confirms the leadership of GM Holden: in 1960
the firm dominated with a 45 per cent market share, with Ford trailing at 15 per cent and
British Motor Corporation at 10 per cent. 26 Today GM Holden remains the market leader
though its share has been halved as a result of competition from Toyota and Mitsubishi being
added to that of FordY
AGL's government franchise enabled it to monopolise the large Sydney market for gas
supply, aided by its early start, which caused growing numbers oflocal councils to contract
with it to connect and supply their municipalities. Public criticism of the pricing behaviour
and general service standards of the monopolist led to legislation in 1912 and 1932 setting
closer operating guidelines. The main effect, however, was to institutionalise its local
monopoly.28 Likewise, the South Australian Gas Company had the government franchise for
South Australia. An Act of 1924 removed some of its autonomy over prices and dividends
but perpetuated its monopoly. CIG maintained its virtual monopoly of commercial and
industrial gases. The gas firms, however, did face periodic challenges to their market
dominance. Electricity had threatened its lighting market by the early twentieth century, the
gas companies turning to the heating and cooking market. Since World War Two oil and the
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conversion to natural gas have heightened competition and led to further strategy adjustments
as we shall see in the following chapter.
High concentration rates were common in other service industries. Wholesaling was
controlled by a small group of dominant firms led by Bums Philp, but also including Robert
Reid, D. W. Murray, Harris Scarfe, McPhersons, and Sleigh. In retailing Myer and David
Jones have dominated department store sales for most of the century. Woolworths and Coles
have exerted strong control over chain store sales particularly since the 1960s with their entry
into the grocery trade and the construction of large suburban stores. The market share of each
company more than doubled between 1964 and 1998 to produce a combined market share of
66 per cent. 29 In construction and property, since the 1960s Lend Lease has dominated
commercial property development and management, while Hooker emerged as the leading real
estate organization.
Market share in the finance industries has been proxied using company assets since
these figures are dominated by borrowing and lending volumes. The big 4 and their
antecedent firms accounted for at least 89 per cent of trading bank assets as early as the
1890s and rose further through the twentieth century to nearly 100 per cent by 1970. 30 Their
collective share has been diluted by the influx of foreign banks after 1985 and the end of the
distinction between trading and savings banks in the early 1990s. Similar to the pastoral
agents there has been no dominant firm within the group and leadership has changed over
time. Thus, BNSW (Westpac) (20-25 per cent) and Commonwealth Bank (15-20 per cent)
held the largest market shares before and after World War Two, by 1997 NAB was the leader
followed by Commonwealth. AMP has been the undisputed market leader of the life office
sector over the last century. Its share of sums assured has consistently been two to four
times the size ofNML with a market share as high as 60 per cent in 1905; together with
CML these three companies have accounted for perhaps two-thirds of the market over the
long term. 3!
The exploitation of scale and scope economies have driven rising concentration levels
in publishing. Metropolitan-based newspapers adopted new mass production technologies
that enabled them to drive out smaller competitors with higher costs. Scope economies
derived from producing morning and afternoon papers together with magazines that used the
same technology, news sources, and sheltered under the same branded mast head. Subsequent
related diversification took them into radio and television broadcasting as we shall see in
chapter four. By 1936 the leading three newspaper publishers, Herald & Weekly Times,
Fairfax, and News, accounted for 54 per cent of daily circulation, forty years later this had
risen to 90 per cent as they increased their stranglehold over the industry.32 Similar increases
in concentration occurred in the electronic media.
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The food and drink industries present a mixed experience. By 1907 CSR held a virtual
monopoly of refined sugar together with about 40 per cent of raw milling capacity?3
Utilising science-based technologies in large scale refineries, it was able to eliminate most of
its rivals and achieve a near monopoly in the domestic sugar market for over one hundred
years. Each brewer was a dominant producer or monopolist in its own state by the 1920s and
1930s; exceptionally NSW had two powerful companies, Tooheys and Tooths. Tooths was
the prime mover, originally established in the 1830s; its 1929 acquisition of Resch's
consolidated its domination ofNSW with 80 per cent of the market. Tooth's consolidated its
leadership with innovative marketing, particularly its 'pub art' of the 1930s and through the
tied house system, which raised entry costs. Toohey's, however, managed to increase its
market share especially in the move to packaged beer in the 1960s; Tooth's NSW market
share reducing to 65 per cent by 1964. 34 Before 1979 approximate national market shares
were: CUB 31 per cent, Tooth 17 per cent, Castlemaine 16 per cent, Tooheys 16 per cent,
and Swan 9 per cent. 35 Since the 1979-86 mergers CUB/Fosters and Lion Nathan have
dominated national market share with 40 to 50 per cent each.
British Tobacco had a monopoly of the Australian tobacco market from 1904 until
1955, when three new entrants appeared, most notably Rothmans and Philip Morris. British
Tobacco's market share dropped rapidly from 96 to 33 per cent during 1956-63 as its rivals
flooded the market with new products. Its share remained about 30 per cent by the 1980s,
Rothmans emerging as the new market leader with around 40 per cent and Morris also with
30 per cent.36 Unilever dominated the soap market to 1965 with its share fluctuating
between about 55 and 70 per cent. Cussons and Proctor & Gamble have made strong
challenges in toilet soap and dishwashing liquid since the 1970s.37 Nestle has had a dominant
position in coffee and milk product markets for much of the twentieth century while facing
more serious challenges from Cadbury, Fry, and Pascall in confectionery.38 The constituent
firms of Goodman Fielder held dominant shares in flour milling. Henry Jones/IXL is believed
to have dominated early jam production, by the early 1980s after some years of increased
competition its share was 28 per cent. 39 Inspite of the absence of enduring leaders,
concentration levels appear to have been high in textiles, clothing and footwear, Felt &
Textiles dominating the manufacture of soft floor coverings with a market share of 60 per cent
in 1956, while Pacific Dunlop's acquisition of Bonds in 1987 made it the largest manufacturer
of clothing. 4o
Hardie has taken a strong share of diversified building materials for at least half a
century together with Boral, CSR, and Pioneer more recently. AGM/ACI achieved a virtual
monopoly of bottle and other glass production. Dunlop controlled the market for rubber and
related products; in 1959-60 it derived two-thirds of its income from tyre sales before its
subsequent diversification.41 APM had achieved a near monopoly of paper manufacture by
33
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1920. APPM and Australian Newsprint, however, emerged as credible competitors in the
1930s but thereafter APM became increasingly dominant with the former two specialising in
fine paper and newsprint respectively. In petroleum the market was shared between the
aforementioned refiners - Shell, Esso, BP, Mobil and Ampol. Repco controlled the market in
parts by the 1960s, also exporting to many countries. Email initially specialised in the
production of electric meters, a valuable niche market from which it expanded to achieve a
dominant market share in many industrial and household appliances. AWA was in a similar
position in electronic products particularly in the supply of television parts and traffic
control equipment. Clyde's position as one of the largest general engineering organizations in
Australia derived particularly from its contracts to manufacture diesel and electric
locomotives for the Commonwealth, New South Wales, and Victorian State Railways.42

National growth
In chapter one and figure 1 we hypothesised that geographic growth is a strong
indication of leadership providing firms with the opportunity to control rights over resources
or strategic assets or exploit larger factor and product markets. We now look to establish the
extent to which the dominant firms, by market share and asset longevity, also grew to become
national firms. The question of subsequent international expansion is addressed in chapter
four. Most Australian firms remained localised or confined to a single state through the
twentieth century as a result of the long distances involved and the historical particularism of
distinctive colonies then states. However, as the century evolved many corporate leaders
expanded across state borders to become regional firms and, in some cases, could claim to
operate a national organisation. The nature of their national operations must also be judged
upon the extent of value added in the process; national growth might merely be warehouses or
distribution centres supporting a manufacturing base in a particular state. In some cases the
strategic advantages of a national presence were achieved through inter-firm agreements.
Leaders in many service industries were particularly quick to seek national expansion since
this provided direct contact with customers, an evolving reputation, and the opportunity to
duplicate successful methods.
Financial services firms had begun to build national, sometimes international,
businesses before the tum of the twentieth century. Life offices led the way. The Colonial
Mutual Life had branches in all states in the year of its establishment, 1874. AMP, which had
begun in 1849, completed a national network by 1884. All of the seven leading life office
firms had Australia-wide representation by 1914.43 By contrast 11 of the leading 23 trading
banks operated in only a single colony by 1892; six banks had branches across four or more
colonies including those who became the core of ANZ, NAB, and Westpac. The rash of
merger activity, 1913-31, facilitated the further spread of national networks among the other
leading trading banks, although the Commonwealth Bank remained predominantly in New
South Wales.44
Many of the earliest regional and national firms were found among the leading pastoral
agents who had already crossed state borders by the early twentieth century. Dalgety with
offices in five states before World War One, Goldsbrough Mort following suit between the
42
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wars, and Elders achieving similar coverage after World War Two, could claim to be national
finns. The other leading agents achieved regional status across several states. National
representation through the leading pastoral districts and in the major port cities gave them
enhanced leverage in the national wool auction system. 45
In the transport sector the leading firms quickly sought national growth in order to
provide a fuller service range and to grow to levels where scale economies could be yielded
from the high levels of fixed capital required in the industry. Adsteam, one of the thirteen
companies to survive to a fifth period in the top one hundred, began operating along the
south-east coast in 1875 but by the 1890s covered most of the coastline and had permanent
offices in all of the major ports. By 1914 they had extended their national presence through
the employment of agents in many secondary ports, a practice common amongst shipowners
travelling to many points. Howard Smith and Huddart Parker were operating around most of
the Australian coast with offices at major ports by the late nineteenth century. In land
transport Brambles were concentrated in central New South Wales for the first seventy years
or so of their operations before pursuing expansion from the mid 1950s that had achieved
national operations within a decade. 46 Air transport was most obviously conducive to
national, and international, operations, Qantas quickly expanded beyond its Queensland and
Northern Territory origins, while Ansett developed a national presence to provide the
comprehensive domestic services needed to compete effectively. From the end of World War
Two up to the 1990s, as we saw in the previous section, Qantas was confined to
international services although operating from airports across Australia.
In retailing the chain store firms were quick to move interstate as might be expected
from the nature of their business; Coles and Gilpin were represented widely by the 1930s
followed closely by Woolworths. The department stores served a single capital city or
regional centre before World War Two. After 1945 the stores engaged in a series of takeover
battles to establish a national presence with Myer and David Jones leading the way. In
publishing newspapers were state-based until the 1920s when Keith Murdoch built a national
chain of newspapers; each had their own local masthead, however, until his son, Rupert,
introduced a national paper, the Australian, in 1964. Frank Packer had launched Women's
Weekly as a national weekly in 1933 and Fairfax began publishing Australian Financial Review
as a national weekly in 1963. In entertainment and leisure, firms like Hoyts and Union
developed national theatre chains even though neither firm survived in the top 100 for three
spot years. On the other hand, gambling has remained largely state based because of state
ownership and intervention, particularly through licensing restrictions.
However, two of our major corporate leaders in the service sector, AGL and Bums
Philp, were slow to expand nationally. AGL has led the utilities sector and been one of the
five companies to survive through the six spot years. However, among our corporate leaders
it failed to establish a national or even regional presence, restricting its activities to the
Sydney area until the 1960s when it spread through regional areas of New South Wales. 47 It
was typical of the utilities industries that there were few scale economies from geographic
expansion, which required the building of additional production plants or lengthy additional
pipelines into less heavily populated areas so most companies stayed within a limited
geographical radius of their urban head office for much of their life cycle. South Australian
Gas Company expanded from its urban Adelaide base to supply the remoter parts of south
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Australia only in the postwar period helped by the construction of branch pipelines and the
availability of bottled gas (Donovan and Kirkman, 256). Wholesaler and international trader
Bums Philp originated in northern Queensland and supported its activities with an office in
Sydney. This remained its focus for many years as it developed its international connections
but by the 1950s it had achieved a substantial trading presence throughout Australia. 48
Robert Reid had an office in every state by the early 1920s but had to make closures and
concentrate upon Melbourne and Sydney as a result of the slump.49 By the 1950s it had reestablished its national presence.
The leading mining and metal making companies pursued geographic diversification,
together with that of product and function, as means to reduce commodity price risks.
Expansion strategies were determined by the location of raw material deposits as co-location
of plant with deposits was a successful transaction cost minimizing strategy. Suitable
geological conditions have been relatively widely available in Australia. BHP owned
steelworks in Newcastle and Port Kembla (NSW), blast furnaces in Whyalla (SA) and rolling
mills in Kwinana (WA). Norths Ltd were prospecting in North Queensland, South Australia
and NSW in the 1960s, and developing a national profile with downstream acquisitions and
joint ventures. CRA's establishment in the late 1940s led to a national profile but again
expansion of sites was determined by resources location.
In manufacturing extensive opportunities for scale economies encourage corporate
leaders to seek out national markets. Whether these are sourced by a broad network of
factories or localised production depends upon a range of factors including transport costs,
product mobility, and relative factor endowments between states. In Australia the small
scattered population divided by poor transport facilities regionalised production by many
firms well into the twentieth century. Among food and drink companies, CSR had refineries
in all state capitals except Hobart by the 1930s, while British Tobacco Company (Australia)
had interests across all capitals except Hobart and Perth by the early twentieth century as the
holding company for the tobacco trust representing the major manufacturers. By the mid
1960s it had 61 factories across all states except Tasmania as well as 121 warehouses
nationally. 50 Rothmans also had a national presence by this time although largely based upon
distribution centres supported by a leaf processing plant in Queensland and factories
regionalised in New South Wales and Victoria. 51
In brewing, inspite of the dominance of a few firms, brewers rarely strayed beyond
state boundaries until the merger activities of 1979-86 that concentrated 90 per cent of assets
in two national companies (CUB/Fosters and Bond Brewing/Lion Nathan). By the early
1990s CUB/Fosters had brewing capacity in every state except South Australia, and Lion
Nathan everywhere but Victoria. Nestle was early to establish a national network of factories
and branches before 1939 beginning with Victoria in 1911 and NSW in 1918. 52 Lever
expanded nationally in the early twentieth century; from its original Sydney branch of 1888 it
expanded through acquisition of soap manufacturers in Melbourne and Adelaide and thence to
other states with its diversification into ice cream and canned foods after World War TWO. 53
Petersville produced ice cream in most states by the 1920s using different locally registered
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'Peters' companies. 54 Henry Jones had established a ~egional presence in south-east Australia
by 1919, manufacturing jam in Hobart, Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. 55 In flour milling
the three constituent firms of Goodman Fielder all had a national presence by the 1960s.56
No firm from textile, clothing, and footwear survived for three periods in the top 100,
indeed there were only two rankings in the top 20, Felt & Textiles in 1952 and BTR Nylex in
1997. Bonds Industry and Felt & Textiles had developed a national presence although
factories tended to be regionally concentrated with warehouses and offices operating
nationally. 57 Dunlop diversified into the industry to become a major player in the 1970s
followed by BTR Nylex, both being national companies with diverse interests.
In glass manufacture AGM/ACI operated plants in all states by 1935. In paper APM
operated a similar type of expansion to mining through the importance of vertical technical
links between primary production and its downstream products. Thus, APM located mills
close to timber resources. By the 1950s it had mills in Victoria, NSW, and Queensland, adding
Tasmania and Western Australia by the following decade. Building materials firm James
Hardie operated factories and subsidiaries in all mainland states by the 1960s. In construction
Lend Lease was concentrated in New South Wales and Victoria until the 1970s because it
developed a profile of large commercial and residential projects for Sydney and Melbourne. L.
J. Hooker completed a national network of real estate offices in 1960 and accelerated its
national growth with the opening of the first franchised offices in 1968, at Bankstown,
Miranda, and Newport.
The shape of concentrated urban development also influenced the location of oil
refining sites. Refining sites were chosen close to major markets to exploit the relative cost
advantage of transporting crude over refined products. The companies established a national
presence through solo marketing techniques, which bonded petrol retailers to a particular
company. The 1950s marked the most important period of solo marketing as petroleum
companies sought to establish brand recognition before major capital reinvestment in
refineries. In vehicle manufacture General Motors Holden had assembly plants in all
mainland states by 1931. Repco operated a national distribution network in parts and
accessories by 1960, and then expanded its manufacturing bases. AWA did not expand
manufacturing sites nationally although it had a brand recognition that was national through
its domination of radio and television parts. Email and Clyde expanded in order to establish
the minimum scales required in appliances production; whether or not they developed as
national firms, they certainly had a strong local presence.
Innovation
Innovativeness can distinguish a corporate leader, by providing it with quasi-rents for
establishing a competitive advantage. Chandler emphasised the role of technological
innovation among many corporate leaders in America, by facilitating economies of scale and
scope. Innovation is broadly interpreted in the present study to include processes, products,
managerial techniques, organisational advances, and the development of intangible assets such
as branding. These advances will gradually spillover or filter down to other firms in the
industry, in the process shifting normal production functions and providing further evidence
of industrial leadership.
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Innovations in the pastoral agent industry were organisational and strategic rather than
technological. This particularly included the relocation of the international wool market from
Britain to Australia, initiated by Goldsbrough Mort but rapidly taken up by Dalgety ahead of
the other companies. 58 This provided immense benefits to sellers, buyers, and brokers in the
wool trade particularly in the form of reduced transport costs for non-British buyers, closer
market contact and feedback for growers, and improved wool classing and presentation.
Dalgety's were first to initiate another major change, service diversification, which yielded
synergies and scope economies as a result of agents providing for the farmer's fmancial,
marketing, and technical needs. Finally, several of the leading pastoral agent companies were
among the earliest adopters of the multidivisional form in Australian business. 59
Retailing has been characterised by continual innovation through the twentieth
century, change that was dominated by its leading firms. These can be classified under three
broad headings. Suppliers to store changes have included integrating the purchasing function
to deal directly with suppliers, backward integration into manufacturing as a credible threat,
generic and home brand development, bulk purchasing for discount, centralised warehousing
and outsourcing logistics, use of IT to connect sales registers with warehouse and suppliers.
Innovations to in-store operations have included improved and systematic store layout, point
of sale technology, suburban relocation, self-service, extended opening hours. Store to
customer innovations have focussed upon advertising, credit, loyalty techniques, home
delivery, remote shopping, broader and more rapidly changing product choice.
Transport has witnessed rapid technological change over the last century and has
required leading firms to remain innovative. The advance of steam shipping from the later
decades of the nineteenth century was recognised by leading Australian shipowners Adsteam,
Howard Smith, and Huddart Parker. Steam, and later motor ships, greatly increased vessel
productivity and the scale economies of shipowning, and thus were a strong source of
competitive advantage. The incremental nature of technological development required a leader
to sustain its innovativeness over long periods of time. Adsteam was regarded as an
innovative firm regularly seeking out new opportunities. In 1964, for example, it was part of
a joint venture, Associated Steamships, which arranged for the construction of the world's
first cellular container ship, and had designed and built the world's first terminal container
stacking system. 60 The rapid rate of technological change in vehicle manufacture throughout
the twentieth century provided foreign multinationals with strong prime mover advantages in
this sector. General Motor's 1931 acquisition of local firm, Holden Motor Body Builders,
provided the new company, GM-Holden, with the same technology transfer benefits enabling
it to establish leadership of the industry.
AGL used technology to sustain its prime mover advantages and to legitimise its
monopoly over gas supply to Sydney. When its Mortlake gasworks commenced production
in 1886 it possessed the greatest manufacturing capacity in the southern hemisphere and was
heavily mechanised, providing the opportunities to derive cost-reducing scale economies in
supplying the expanding Sydney metropolis. In 1959 it achieved lower costs by installing
'one of the finest computers in Sydney,.61 South Australian Gas Company also sustained
helped their position through a reputation for innovation. For example, in 1948 they
commenced use of a carburetted water-gas plant with the advantages of using a retort by58
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product, coke, little labour, and could be brought into production at very short notice
(Donovan & Kirkman, 213-14)
The financial services industry has experienced innovation in its product range, back
office technology, and organisational design. Corporate leaders pioneered many of these
changes, as a way of driving down their costs and maintaining their leadership. For example
AMP was using punched cards to process data as early as 1924. However, for most of the
twentieth century nearly all of the innovations have been derivatives of advances taking place
overseas, and implementation in the Australian market has lagged well behind their
introduction overseas. The deregulation of financial markets in the 1980s accompanied by the
application of IT to back office and product technology transformed the rate of innovation
and the intensity of competition within the industry. New products have resulted
particularly card-based services (credit cards, ATMs, Eftpos), phone and internet banking,
while computers have radically reduced the costs of capturing, processing, storing and
retrieving information. Finally, the leading financial banks were among the earliest Australian
firms to give careful thought to improved organisational design as we shall see in chapter five.
The leading firms in the print, publishing and media industries have demonstrated
considerable innovation. APM was seen as a key innovator by the 1930s when it
enthusiastically espoused the use of Australian eucalyptus pulp in paper production and had
the finance to support the shift. The newspaper proprietors followed innovations in Europe
and USA by investing in new printing technologies and changing the layout and content to
reach a mass audience. As new medium of disseminating information became available via
radio and television, newspaper owners entered these fields exploiting economies of scope,
access to content, and contacts with advertising agencies, to access a new stream of
advertising revenue. Satellite and pay TV have also been rapidly embraced by the sector's
corporate leaders, particularly News and PBL. News for example moved into satellite
television in the 1980s with the creation of its Fox Network, and distributes programmes to
independent television stations via satellite. In the closely linked leisure and entertainment
industries, innovation also played a role in identifying leadership. Greater Union, as an
owner of cinemas and a film production unit, was hard hit by the postwar rise of television
and its introduction into Australia in 1956. However, it strengthened its hand in the 1980s
through the development of multi-complex industries, while casino complexes, phone betting,
and an expanded range of sports provided competitive tools for TAB and emerging casino
firms.
In the manufacturing sector the type of technological innovation identified by
Chandler is often apparent. Indeed, sometimes this was a matter of foreign multinationals
introducing new techniques. CSR fits the Chandlerian strategy effectively. Its early success
rested on being the first to install science-based high technology refining plants on a scale that
dramatically lowered unit cost. Vigorous application of science enabled the firm to improve
refining technology subsequently. The firm's official history stresses technical efficiency as
the company's watchword. 62 Organisationally, CSR developed a carefully conceived business
structure, adopting aspects of U- and M-form as appropriate. The rise of the regional
breweries owed much to science-based advances in production techniques that were well
adapted to large scale production. The competition from Courage's entry into Australian
production in 1968 has also fostered strong marketing skills particularly by CUB/Fosters.
Unilver and Nestle benefited from importing the production technologies of the parent
62
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company without achieving much indigenous innovation. Goodman Fielder effectively
exploited scale and scope economies in milling and baking, and combined this with marketing
innovativeness in the form of branding and forging new distribution channels as bakeries
evolved from home delivery to supplying supermarket chains. In textiles, clothing and
footwear, Bonds proved to be a marketing innovator, for example developing the celebrated
'Chesty Bond' brand in 1936.
AWA's growth was closely connected to technological developments in radio and
television and the nexus with demand through population growth and rising real incomes.
AWA's growth in the 1920s and 1930s, in particular, was due to technological advances in
radio, and this located it well to exploit the postwar development of the television.

Perceptions and Personalities
Contemporary perceptions can reveal much that is hidden from statistical and simple
factual evidence. In particular, behavioural patterns may not be consistent with what
economic indicators predict. Charismatic or well-connected business figures can playa role
disproportionate to the standing of their firm enabling it to take a lead in, say, pricing,
planning, and industry representation with government or trades unions. They can also
provide the enthusiasm to pursue innovation and the reputation to gain financial support
through difficult times or to support innovation. As we shall see in chapter six, many leading
Australian firms of the twentieth century have been dominated or controlled by a particular
entrepreneur or small group of decision-makers; the 'managerial' firm has been slow to
supersede the 'entrepreneurial' model in Australia.63
Probably the most widespread and persistent evidence of the role of personality in
influencing corporate leadership has been in the publishing and media industries, which have
been strongly dominated by the Packer, Murdoch, and Fairfax families. Their influence on
the success ofPBL, News Limited, and Herald and Weekly Times is particularly important
but also lifts the corporate veil in otherwise modestly represented public companies in our
top one hundreds such as Daily Telegraph, Consolidated Press, and South Australian
Advertiser. Their reputations provided strategic paths often followed by other firms. In
addition, their connections with government and well-honed negotiating skills have been
frequently used to effect in negotiating licences. On the other hand, the economic and perhaps
cultural opposition to proliferation in sensitive industries has prevented even Murdoch and
Packer from always achieving their political outcomes as was indicated by the restrictions on
numbers of television licences available to each interest (1956) and on cross-media ownership
(1987).64
The conglomeration movement of the 1970s and 1980s put a number of the corporate
leaders in the hands of organizations led by key strategic figures, particularly John Elliott and
Ron Brierley. Elliott exercised control over Henry Jones, Elders and CUB/Fosters amongst
other companies.
CSR one of our five firms to survive as a high level corporate leader throughout the
twentieth century owned much of its prime mover success to its founding Chairman Edward
Knox, particularly his knowledge and connections in the industry and ability to obtain bank
support. In the pastoral agent industry there were many charismatic leaders of pastoral
63
64
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agencies, often ex-farmers well connected in politics, business, and society that sometimes
gave various firms the upper hand on specific issues. E. T. Doxat, for example, played an
important role as a highly skilled chief executive in Dalgety's leadership of the industry by
the early twentieth century.65 However, the principal firms in this oligopolistic industry saw
no persistently dominant strategic policy maker and indeed they favoured cooperation, on an
equal basis, to address a number of issues affecting the industry. Industry bodies, dominated
by the leading firms, often negotiated on behalf of the sector. In shipping Adsteam's
charismatic leader,..., and the company's good business connections, for example with Elder
Smith, gave it a well-respected position amongst other firms in the industry.66 In retailing,
inspite of its late start, the entrepreneurial flair of Sydney Myer and the business acumen of
Edward Lee Neil meant that within 20 years of opening in 1911 the Myer Emporium had
become the largest department store in Australia. The newness of commercial aviation has
required entrepreneurs with vision and adaptability. Reginald Ansett fits well into that view.
He was a pioneer aviator in Australia and diversified into air services when his road services
business was constrained by government legislation designed to protect the railways. Ansett
remained a highly innovative company in a rapidly modernising industry. Henry Jones
provided highly innovative leadership for his company from the l890s until his death in
1926. He achieved scale economies by expanding his production facilities and scope
economies by widening his food product range. He also developed a strong national brand
name in IXL which gave the company a strong competitive advantage over smaller domestic
competitors as well as multinational Heinz who established a local factory in 1935. Herbert
Gepp, managing director of APM from 1935, provided strong leadership in the development
of technical expertise and innovativeness at the company.67 Andrew Reid played a similar
role at Hardie, touring Britain, Europe, and the United States in search of overseas technology
that enabled it to begin local production of asbestos cement sheeting during World War One. 68

Conclusion

In chapter three we have sought to develop the concept of the corporate leader and
apply it to Australian experience. Corporate leaders can be firms that are prime movers or
challengers with the attending benefits and shortcomings identified in the literature. Existing
historical studies of corporate leaders have suffered from several methodological weaknesses
particularly single source, self-reporting, the tendency to ignore firms that no longer exist, and
the use of single method quantitative techniques to identify corporate leaders. In the current
study we have used a range of contemporary sources throughout the twentieth century to
identify corporate leaders including those no longer in existence. Secondly, we have added
additional criteria to identify our leaders including their market dominance, the extent of their
national growth, their innovativeness, and the role of personality.
As a result we have been able to identify 79 corporate leaders in Australia. Very few
companies survived in the same recognisable form as corporate leaders throughout the
twentieth century; the number surviving from the original 1910 figure dropping to less than
half with each subsequent benchmark year. However, most of the corporate leaders that
65
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disappeared were acquired by other leading firms suggesting the survival of leaders in a
modified form who had been able to build up their corporate competences. The pattern of
leadership has varied significantly between industries. In some cases such as air transport or
utilities there has been one or at best two dominant leaders; in others, such as stock and
station agents, automobile production, and oil refinery, there has been a dominant group of
four or five companies. In others, such as textiles, no company has sustained a position in the
top 100 list long enough or demonstrated other features to qualify as a corporate leader. Over
the course of the century some leaders were able to sustain their dominance of an industry
such as CSR or Bums Philp, while others yielded to successful challengers such as Herald and
Weekly Times to News, Dalgety to Elders, Westpac to NAB, ANA to Ansett, and Myer to
Coles. The spread of corporate leaders between different sectors reflects changes in the
Australian macroeconomy with the early importance of mining, primary industries, utilities,
transport, finance, wholesaling, and some basic consumer industries. As the economy
broadened to include more manufacturing and new service industries so did the spread of
corporate leaders. Indeed, it appears that the spreading effect happened among corporate
leaders before the economy as a whole, suggesting a pulling effect from the leaders. Some of
the corporate leaders of the old sectors, however, were able to survive by diversification into
new growth areas, Dunlop, CSR, and Adsteam being good examples of this. The growth
strategies of our corporate leaders will be addressed in the following chapter.
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Table 3. I: Australian Corporate Leaders and thcir Fatc
Company

~

ASIC

Longevity

Rankings

Fate

BHP
CSR
Dunlop
AGL
Bums Philp
Total=5

metallic mnrls
Food
Lthr, rubbcr, plastic
utilities
wholesale

BII
C21-22
C34
036
F46-47

1910-97 (6)
1910-97 (6)
1910-97 (6)
1910-97 (6)
1910-97 (6)
Average =

12,4,1,1,1,2
3, I,2,3,5,9
59,11,12,31,24,16
11,5,21,35,39,32
30,14,19,24,52,41
17.33333333

in
in
in
in
in

Nth Broken Hill
Tooth
HId &Wkly Tms
APM
Holden (GM)
David Jones
Adsteam
Howard Smith
Total =8

metallic mnrls
Brcwing
ppr, prot, pblshg,mcd
ppr, prot, pblshg
Tspt eqpt
retail
sea transport
sea transport

Bll
C21-22
C26
C26
C32
F48
053
G53

1930-97 (5)
1910-87 (5)
1910-87 (5)
1930-97 (5)
1930-97 (5)
1930-97 (5)
1910-87 (5)
1910-52,87-97(5)
Average =

32,24,45,28,18
20,6,18,37,55
70,51,58,67,69
54,4,19,23,10
45,8,4,45,53
42,40,29,37,84
32,27,76,97,32
26,24,44,-,56,49
38.95

highest ranking 1997
acquired by Petersvillc Sleigh Ltd (no date given)
acquired by News Corp Ltd 18/3/87
in 1997
in 1997
in 1997
dropped out
in 1997

CRA
Mt Isa
Brit Tobacco
CUB
Henry Jones
Tooheys
Nestle
James Hardie
AGM/ACI
Amalg Wireless
Email
AMLF
Aust Estates
Woolworths
Coles (Myer)
Total = 15

metallic mnrls
metallic mnrls
Tobacco
Brewing
Foodlcong
Brcwing
Food
glass,clay, non-metal!
glass,clay, non-metal!
Ind mchnry, hshld app
Ind mchnry, hshld app
pastoral agent
pastoral agent
retail
retail

Bll
Bll
C21-22
C21-22
C21-22
C21-22
C21-22
C28
C28
C33
C33
F46-47
F46-47
F48
F48

1952-97 (4)
1952-97 (4)
1910-64 (4)
1910-64 (4)
1910-64 (4)
1910-64 (4)
1930-64,97 (3+ 1)
1952-97 (4)
1930-87 (4)
1930-87 (4)
1952-97 (4)
1910-64 (4)
1910-64 (4)
1952-97 (4)
1952-97 (4)
Average =

3,10,2,4
17,11,4,12
2,3,7,17
19,23,20,27
45,41,39,77
49,39,65,88
18,29,74,-,62
62,75,27,48
53,10,15,15
79,68,89,84
26,60,77,58
6,16,27,73
7,21,33,49
28,12,29,20
30,18,7,11
34.00

in 1997
in 1997
dropped out (changed name, Allied Manufacturing ~
acquired by Elders IXL Limited on 18/7/84
acquired by Elder Smith Goldsbrough Mort on 13/l/i
merged with Castlemaine Perkins 21/3/80
in 1997
in 1997
acquired by RT.R. Nylex Ltd on 27/4/88
dropped out
in 1997
aquired by Elders on 21/7/82
acquired by C.S.R. Limited 31/5/75
in 1997
in 1997

Kauri Timber
MtLyel!
WMC
Broken Hill South
Swan
Unilever
Ncws
AustNwspmt
Fairfax
ICI
Shell Australia
BP Australia
Mobil
Boral
C'wealth Ind.Gases
Esso
Ampol Petroleum
Humes
Alcoa
Comalco Inds
Ford Aust
Clyde

primary
mctallic mnrls
mctallic mnrls
metallic mnrls
Brewing
Food
ppr, prot, pblshg,mcd
ppr, prot, pblshg
ppr, prot, pblshg,med
chern, ptrl, coal
chern, ptrl, coal
chern, ptrl, coal
chern, ptrl, coal
chern, ptrl, coal
chern, ptrl, coal
chern, ptrl, coal
chern, ptrl, coal
glass,clay, non-metal!
basic metal products

A3
Bl1
B11
B11
C21-22
C21-22
C26
C26
C26
C27
C27
C27
C27
C27
C27
C27
C27
C28
C29
C29
C32
C33

1910-52 (3)
1910-52 (3)
1952,87-97 (1+2)
1930-1964 (3)
1910-52 (3)
1964-97 (3)
1964-97 (3)
1952,87-97 (1+2)
1964-97 (3)
1952-87 (3)
1964-97 (3)
1964-97 (3)
1964-97 (3)
1964-97 (3)
1952-87 (3)
1964-97 (3)
1952-87 (3)
1952-87 (3)
1964-97 (3)
1964-97 (3)
1964-97 (3)
1952-87 (3)

34,87,36
9,30,42
66,-,26,7
36,23,53
63,67,46
70,83,98
82,3,1,
41,85,-,81
46,44,46
5,5,20
2,6,14
9,17,35
7,34,36
25,22,15
50,78,64
38,70,28
49,8,40
53,66,66
23,9,33
28,10,23
16,49,56
59,55,99

droppcd out (acquircd by Kauri Holdings 15/3/69
acquired by Boral in 1963
highest ranking 1997
dropped out (name changed to RH. South Limited I
dropped out (acquired by Bond on 17/6/82)
in 1997
highest ranking 1997
in 1997
in 1997
dropped out (name changed to Orica Ltd on 5/2/98)
in 1997
in 1997
in 1997
highest ranking 1997
aquired by BOC Gases Aust. on 17/10/90)
highest ranking 1997
dropped out
acquired by S.C.!. (Smorgan Conso!. Ind.) on 25/0 I/.
in 1997
in 1997
in 1997
acquired by Evans Deakin Ind. Ltd on 17/1 0/96

Tspt eqpt
Ind mchnry, hshld app
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1997
1997
1997
1997
1997

Kodak Aust
Sth Aust.Gas Co.
Lend Lease
Da1gcty
Elder Smith
NZLMA
Goldbrough Mort
Winch. Carson
Robert Reid
Myer
Farmer
Huddart Parker
Ansett
Total =35

Ind mchnry, hshld app
utilities
Construction
pastoral agent
pastoral agent
pastoral agent
pastoral agent
pastoral agent
wholesale
retail
retail
sea transport
air transport

C33
036
E41
F46-47
F46-47
F46-47
F46-47
F46-47
F46-47
F48
F48
G53
G54

1910,64-87 (1+2) 97,-,-,71,95
1910-30,64 (2+1) 53,33,-,86
1964-97 (3)
54,36,12
1910-52 (3)
1,2,6
10,10,9
1910-52 (3)
1910-52 (3)
4,8,16
1910-52 (3)
8,7,22
1910-52 (3)
85,82,74
25,46,61
1910-52 (3)
15,14,13
1930-64 (3)
46,48,98
1910-52 (3)
24,34,56
1910-52 (3)
1952-64,97(2+1)
83,30,-,19
Average =
39.23809524

NZ&A Land Co
Brambles
PBL
Hooker, LJ
CCAmatil
Rothmans
Goodman Fielder
Petersville
Metal Mnfctrs
Total =9

primary
land transport
ppr, pmt, pblshg,med
construction
Beverage
Tobacco
food
food
fabricated metal

Al
G51
H56
E41
C21-22
C21-22
C21-22
C21-22
C31

1910-30 (2)
1987-97 (2)
1964,97 (1+1)
1964-87 (2)
1987-97 (2)
1964-87 (2)
1987-97 (2)
1930,1987 (2)
1964-87 (2)

5,19
38,24
98,-,25
47,46
43,6
64,83
25,36
90,-,-,74
26, 76

Qantas
Telstra
Total =2

air transport
utilities

G54
H56

1997 (I)
1997 (I)

5
3

NAB
ANZ
CBA
BNSW/Westpac
AMP
Total=5

banking
banking
banking
banking
life office

Corporate Leaders in Top 100 =

6:

All corporate Leaders =

7'
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dropped out (acqd by DNZLMA 1968)
dropped out
highest ranking 1997
merged with NZLMA in 1963
merged with GM to form Elder Smith Goldsbrough ~
merged with Dalgety in 1963
merged with ES to form Elder Smith Goldsbrough M
acquired by Industrial Equity Limited 27/2/80
acquired by Reid Murray Holdings on 14112/57
merged with Coles 1985
acquired by Myer on 18/01/61
acquired by Bitumen & Oil Refineries on 1961
highest ranking 1997

dropped out (acquired by Dalgety-NZLMA
highest ranking 1997
highest ranking 1997
dropped out
highest ranking 1997
dropped out
highest ranking 1997
dropped out
dropped out (acquired by American Marsh Electric:

Table 3.2: Sectoral Distribution of Top 100 Corporate Leaders

A-Primary
B-Mining
C-Manufacturing
D-Utilities
E-Construction
F-W'sale, retail
G-Tspt/storage
H-Communication
I=Fin,prpty, bus serv
J-Pub admin
K-Community sevs
L-Leisure

Number

1910-30
Companies*
0,.{
No.
1
2.7
4
10.€
15
40.E

2

5.~

0
12
3
0
0
0

O.C
32.~

a
a

8.1
O.C
O.C
O.C
O.C
O.C

37

100.C

%NY
3.6
16.0

1952-64
Companies*
0,.{
No.
0
O.C
11.E
3
19
73.1
O.C
0
3.€
1
2
7.7
1
3.€
O.C
0

a
a
a

O.C
O.C
O.C
O.C
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100.C

0

Notes. 'Covers corporate leaders that first entered top 100 in 1910-30 or 1952-64 and remained for at least 3 spot years.
1910-1930 National income is calculated on averages for the period using Gross Domestic Product by Industry.
1952-1964 National income is calculated on average for the period using New Fixed Capital Expenditure by Private Enterprises.
Source: (1) W. Vamplew (ed) Australian Historical Statistics, Fairfax, Syme &Weldon Associates, 1987, p.133.
(2) W. Vamplew (ed) Australian Historical Statistics, Fairfax, Syme & Weldon Associates, 1987, p.144.
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